EO

This was the morning of March
Restaurant with the Executive
having pre-Faschanct
he is going to answer some of
their coming trip this July.

AG

Good Morning. I want to go through these questions you are
proposing in you letter to me. Thank you very much for all
this information, and things are pretty good here, we are
ready for the trip in July, and our people takes it very
seriously. We have ordered suits, special suits and costumes
for the performances and the official things we will have
there and everybody is looking forward.

EO

Will you be wearing uniforms

AG

We have both, we have for instance at the reception at the
Swiss Embassy and these things thee we have a blue suit. with
tie and things like that, then we have historicalmiforms
and three different types of costumes. There is not too
much to say about how we will perform because this is not
worked out in detail yet but I think we will let you know
as soon as we have another meeting after the carnival is
over.

EO

Will there be two separate groups?

AG

There will be three separate groups performing. I have to
explain this, VKB is one group with drummers and fifers,
about 25 each, 25 fifers and 25 drummers. The STV they
make two separate groups, one is just drummers alone, about
25 of them because they make special things for drumming
and another group is fifers and drummers and they also
have a few buglers, but they cannot tell you exactly how
they will perform at this momemt. We will work out
probably next week after the carnival
is over with, we will have a meeting and vote.

EO

Would you want to go over any of the questions that were
in any of these letters.

AG

One question is that Harold Green has things set for you
for a West Point Visit and yet we have to contact an official
Swiss Embassy and the American Government. This is being
done, this was done about four weeks ago and these things
go only slowly, you can expect that you can have an
answer of t~e Swiss Embassy or the Swiss Defense Department
in about three weeks. I also sent this information to
Harold Green and to the· Swiss Consolute in New York and also
to the Swiss Embassy and there should be no problem to get
this information, but it will take about three weeks to get
the official answer is out.

11, we are in the Alte Warptek
Committee of the VKB. They are
Party. I'm with Alfons and
the questions proposed about
Alfons.

The third question was that during our week in New York, he
asked us, Bill asked us if we are free in the
even in performances. I wail.d agree with that. I would like to
say yes for one, one performance we would be happy to do that.
The only thing we should take into consideration is that we
should have free transportation from the Hotel to the place
that we have to perform otherwise we don't need any money
or anything like that. But we didn't
in out
budget for any additional transportion or any additional
so if this could be kept at the price we have
right now we would be happy.
EO

Bill Gallagher has some questions about publicity that you
said you were going to send some material over on later on.

AG

Yes, It was one of his questions, and again we will have
a meeting after Faschnact late in March and we will settle
these things and we will put together a map, a folder what
we call for its releases for ~ou and then we will also send
photos and historical information about the organizations.
To whom I should send this to you or to Bill Pace or .••

EO

Probably to Bill Gallagher

AG

To Bill G~llagher

EO

Probably, they will be in touch with you again, I don't
know just which of the two will be handling it. Bill is
doing most of the work right now so I would say proba:iy
to him.
That's fine.

Yes, I always corresponded with Bill Gallagher

EO

He does most of the correspondence.

AG

He did pretty well, I think he is informing . . . .

EO

Oh yeh, We see Bill anyway, Bill plays with the Mariners
now you know.

AG

Yes, Yes. There was another question, was that we should give
you the official names of the groups and everything what we
like to do and in Deep River we should give the information,
t hat was the same question and any ideas about what we want
to do while we are there. I think this means the social
program more .

EO

Probably, I don't know

AG

Well, I think Nils Bormanis, the travel agent worked out
with Bill Gallagher a hotel for us and we would also like
to stick to this program if possible, if you have anything
different, that doesn't matter. If you have further ideas

that's fine with me, I would say if it could be worked out
with Mystic you talked to me that its fine, we caid parade
maybe there or something like that, that would be a good
idea, but if you have just planned just to visit at this
point with Mystic or the Seaport with submarine, this could
be worked out that would be very attractive for us.
EO

I think one other time you mentioned that some of the
fellows would like to go swimming.

AG

Yes.

EO

Well Bill Gallagher has a better idea at this point as to
what the plans are. Pace just wanted to find out if you
had any specific preference that you wanted to

AG

NO. But we are not sure yet because Bill said in his letter
that they are in Restland Farms which is cancelled.

EO

That's right.

AG

Oh yes, because we say to our people you know how difficult
this is,
They,.rget a schedule and itinerary, we don't like to change
it if possible. We dont like to change it several time so
we didn't say anything about that so it doesn't matter if
the place is Restland Farms or
or whatever
you su?gest, you know anyplace, but they keep asking if
we don t have a concert, they say wh¥ don't we have a
performance.

EO

I'm sure something will be worked out.

AG

They put together a real good prowim in fifing and drumming
and I think everybody would like to see it .

EO

Good, that would be another thing to tell about in your
letter, just how long -the program would be. If we do find
a place to know how to work.

AG

Well we are prepared to play for 2\ hours but any excerpt
of that is all right. If you need 10 minutes thats fine
with us .

EO

Well that's good to know.

AG

You just say at this and this place you have one hour
for you and we take a half an hour or so, you know, you
make the arrangements, if you let us know in advance.

That's another very good idea if there is time enough

We are trying to come with something else.

EO

That's Good.

AG

I

EO

I think that we have most \

AG

I

EO

Signing off.

think that they have material for 2\ hours .

think so too .

Pierre Farine's Address to VKB Carnival Committee
EO

(German)

This is Dr. Berre Farine speaking about carnival
you see them always when the festivity

Though I hope that you enjoy your stay, you will enjoy
Faschnact and as I told you yesterday we are sorry that
we can't be with you all three days but for us thats
just the main thing
and you will
surely understand that we can't be with you all the
three days
but I am sure you will see a lot
of things which we
Thank you very much.

EO

We are still at the Wartek restraurant and Alfons and I are
discussing the possibility of forming a world federation of
traditional field music. My idea, as I said before, was that
each country have an agent organization and that the Company
be the agent organization for the United State's and as you
mentioned that right now there is a problem deciding which
organization would handle _it in Switzerland.

AG

Yes, I discussed
at a meeting several months
ago with Pierre Farine and the officials of the STV which is
the organization of Switzerland and they would like to participate in such an organization
a good
reason for, to promote fifing and druI11IIlling all over and to
exchange
and ideas and to
each other
that would be great, and after this mEEting I wrote to
Robert Goute, which is the confident man of french drummers,
I think its one of the only who knows all the groups and and
friends in other countrys in Hrope and he was enthusiatic about
the idea and we get writing to each other and we even proposed
to make a big meeting in Vichy with is a place in France and
he already sent me information about prices and locations of
hotels and things like that and we are not so far yet in
Switzerland because the drummers and fifers here they are mainly
concerned now with the big conquest in 1974 and I think all ove
the world the same problems, the money is always one of the
main questions, and to create an organization like that means
that you have to visit all the countrys and the people in these
countrys who are confident to make a
sometimes and
to talk to each other about this problems and then we think tha
we would be ready for that in about two years.

EO

Well I think this is a remarkable coicidence. Evidently
you and I thought of the same thing about the same time but
you went a little further on it. I wasn't aware of the fact
that you contacted Goute which is very good and for example
of great minds moving in similar channels. But this extremely
important and as you mentioned the money is hshort all over
but with large groups of people we can move them more cheaply
because of the fact we would have a big organization behind
us.

AG

That's true yes.

EO

and besides of the importance of the exchange of information
and the exchange of ideas it could be a lot of enjoyment
going from place to place possibly every four years in a
similar fashion in the way the STV operates . Perhaps under
the second off year of the STV contests we could have a
convention in one country or another and I dont invision it
as a competitive thing and propbably you don't either. This
would make it impossible. Just perhaps parades, exhibitions

AG

EO

That's right, or maybe a workshop of some part of a visual
exhibition wherepeople bring their collection of ira:ruments
or something like that and put them on display. It should
be really outstanding. I think the one threat of
between all of these organizations probably would be in
the rudimental drumming, because in France they don't have
fifes, however we would want the French to be involved and
the unifying fact would be the style of drumming, the full
rudimental style of drumming in various countries . Probably
in France it would be horns and drums, but naturally in
American and Switzerland it would be fifes and drums.

AG

Right.

EO

They are fairly popular, they put a few on down in the Washington area. I know there something were getting, we are going
more and more in that direction.

AG

It doesn't necessarily to be military, but in a sort of like
these tatoos are organized, each group of each country are
refusing performing.

EO

They do what they do home, they do what they do best.

AG

I think that would be nice. I see also a
public response in Switzerland. I think the people would
respond to that, would go to an evening performan'c e like
that. If you rent a stadium or a hall or something like that
you need the money .

EO

That's why the money could help pay the expenses for vaious
performances. It would be, and probably if it

I also see it in a fashion like the tatoos,
I don't know if they are very popular in the
United States ••.

importantly enough we could induce various cities to possibly
contribute something to b~ing the show to their locale so that
this also would help in raising funds, but there •.• •
AG

But there is one thing you cannot do at all everyyear in the
same country.

EO

No.

AG

I would say once in France, once in Denmark, once in England
once in the United States and maybe every four years in the
same country. People would be very interested, but if you
do it each year in the same county.

EO

No, it would have to go from place to place.
This would add
to the enthusiactis response by the fifers and drummers themselves too, because they would enjoy going on a trip. This
is something that will draw them out, knowing that they could
go to another country and perform and be
and we are at a mobile age now, people are traveling much
more than before and I think that the time is right that we
form an organization like this, even though this is just
an informal discussion I think it's important and I'm going
to bring this tape back and play it for the executive
committee of the Company, because I'm not acting officially
but I did want to draw of these
out and see how you
felt about this.

AG

Incidentally, I have been in Denmark on my vacation trip
last year with my wife and Bill Gallagher asked me to contact
if possible a person who is competant or knowlegble for this
fourth of July celebration. And Iwis visiting this
house in the area where it is to take place and I
tried to get a hold of this person who is
and he was not available that day but I talked to a lady
at the library and when she heard that I was Swiss and she
was not interested at all at first, then I told her about
the Company of Fifers and Drummers and about you Americans
and she was very interested and she said you should contact
the person there and there is good possibility that you
are very welcome to participate in the celebrations there
and they think it would be a nice thing.

EO

Did Bill Gallagher contact the •••

AG

Yes.

EO

Do you have the name of the man .••

AG

I will give you the name and the address.

EO

You can give it to me or you can mail it over to Bill, one or
the other.

No, we will, it would have to go from place to place.

AG

I think Bill Gallagher •.•

EO

Oh he has the name, fine.

AG

EO

I think that what Bill had in mind was a trip for the other
company people that arn't going to the
fest
There are only three organizations that are
invited to the
fest and he was looking for another
trip for the corps that can't go. And I think something
would work out very well.

AG

I think that they would appreciate that because the area
is very nice. Denmark is very nice also. I think your
people would like it.

EO

Well, I think we have got some important ideas down on paper
and I think we are underway towards the possible founding
of this federation that we have in mind, whatever the title
of it remains to be seen. Al.so your going to have to be a
key figure because you are our liason man of the continent
of Eurgope and all of the outer
and so
consequently you will probebly wind up having to represent
the Company on one hand and the Swiss on the other because
we depend on you very heavily. It's going to be a difficult
job.

AG

Sometime in between.

EO

As Bill Pace would say you are wearing two hats.
Bill Pace has two heads.

AG

No I have three, I have Lancraft, the Mariners and the Swiss.

EO

O.K. I think this is very good that we have this down on
paper and hopefully tonight we will be able to discuss it
with a few more key people over hear and get an idea how
they get about it.

Of course

Discussion with drum instructor of VKB (United Lesser Basel)
Hans Jerb Tomman
HJT

I speak bad English

EO

Oh that's allright, say something.

HJT

It's O.K.

EO

Go ahead.

HJT

Well its difficult to say but I am drum instructor of
United Lesser Basel, you know that is United Lesser Basel
and this is all I have to say.

EO

Well you said it very nicely.
We speak German not at all.

HJT

Three years ago I was in San Francisco, then I worked, oh
eight years ago, I worked in an American Company in Basel,
The Standard Oil of California. It's Chevron. r was
fuel and lubricant engineer for Switzerland.

EO

Why don't you put your name on this.

HJT

Hans Jerb Tomman.

EO

Well very nice to know you Hans, I'm Eddie Olsen, This is
my wife Cathy.

You speak English very well.

We are having a great time here.
HJT

We have a original american director in Switzerland, he comes
directly from San Francisco or Los Angeles I believe. His
name is Bob Jersey.
He come with his family to Basel directly to San Francisco.
He is managing director, but he works perhaps for five or
six years in Basel and he goes back to San Francisco. Its
like he stays here in Switzerland for six years and then Im
a new director, then he goes back to
in San Francisco.

EO

How does he like the Faschnacht and fifing and drummer.

HJT

He enjoys it.
old.

EO

I was 11.

I was seven years old.

I started at 7 years

HJT

It is my 26th Fashnacht.

EO

What was your first organization.
first?

HJT

My first organization?

EO

Always here.

HJT

What did you play in

It was

by United Lesser Basel and then I work as

instructor.

EO

Well very nice talking to you and we are having a very fine
time lire .

HJT

What do you think about our carnival?

EO

From what I have seen of it so far I am very impressed. I
told Alfons your people are much more organized than we are
We are thoroughly disorganized.

HJT

I'm sure you find a little thing

EO

It's all enjoyable

HJT

exactly what to read and the people
you cant' understand this.

EO

Well we can appreciate the overall appearance of them, as
you say they are beautiful and they are wonderfully well done
and we can appreciate that even though we don't know the
intricate details benind it.

HJT

You come from Washington?

EO

No. Connecticut .
Connecticut .
Connecticut .

Bill and I play with the Ancient Mariners in
You are coming over in July?

HJT

No.

EO

Oh, your not coming over.

HJT

But I will come for another time.

EO

Well if you ever come for another time Alfons will tell you
how to get in touch with me and you can call me and we can
get together when you come aer.

HJT

Yes,

What a shame.

Next year I will go the other way to far east .• •

EO

The Far East?

HJT

to

EO

I know, sometimes you can't workthe schedule and
its unfortunate and I think you would enjoy it I know everyone
is looking forward to the

or so,

I have my boys, there are 16 boys, from age of between 12 and 15
EO

Thats your junior corps.

HJT

Yeh, the Binkees and young girls and

EO

Well I think I qualify for that.
I was looking at your archives over there remarkable, they
go back to 1884, beautiful, a really wonderful thing to have.

HJT

three hours.

each Monday from 6:00 and 9:00

EO

A lot of work. We, the Ancient Mariners meet on Tuesday, but
I'm afraid we drink more than we work, we meet at 8:00 and
we play maybe at 10:00 till 12:00 or 1:00 in the morning then
Wednesday morning is very bad at work.

HJT

You need a minumun of one hour per week.

EO

That's right.

HJT

To learn this.

EO

Well its very intricate and very difficult.

HJT

I wish you a great

EO

Well thank you very much and I'm sure it will be.

E0

This is Saturday night we are at the ceremonial lighting of the
VKB Lantern. It is being explained in German just now. They
have two lanterns here, one the regular lantern and then somethin1
to do with paying policemen for parking fines and then along
side of it there is another latern for their old guard, poked
in front of the fact that Switzerland is one of the last countriei
to do away with the cavalry.

Pierre Farine.
As I told you yesterday the subject constitutes the basis of
the
of each
and for the same
of the ballad singers. The ballad refers either
to some event of purance, disgrace, or scandal from their politml or daily lifes of the times. Local subjects are more
popular than international ones and the fact of which
and singers are proud to
is that the subject which makes fun of something that happens
before the summer holidays must be a real hit tol:e able to
attract the attention of the general public of the Fasnacht
of next year. The first meeting to which the subject is
discussed is the beginning of the
of the ballad
from which the
as a fasnachter or as you
say as a carnivalist. This years subject of VKB's main group
is the changing attitude of the police. Twenty years ago
the trend of behavior was very hard and ruff, was a very hard
and rought one.
Battles between policeman and citizens as
you had it in connection with the bussing affair took place .
Nowadays fighting is very rare but the tricking thing is that
in rising all police fines nobodys happy at all. Inflation
in Europe is everywhere and we think that the police would have
done better without pushing up the prices for the fine tickets.
Thats about the meaning of that. What the meaning of the
latern concerns. In the
the laterns really
fail t show thanks to
bler now,
brillant
of their color. The big lantern of the group or lamps as
the painters called them have been in fashion for a little
over a hundred years. Some of them are as tall as 4 meters
80 in the height and 2 meters 40 in width with paintings
on both sides from to life from the illumination which was
formally done by candles, now we have the gas and even some
gruops have even automobile batteries. You see the lamp is
the light and the physical subject of the group. I hope that
a little bit I could explain
. Nowi;e will
carry the laterns near
and you are our
guests for dinner . Thank you very much.
E0

The VKB is going to escort us and their latern ever to the
Alt Wartek now, they are getting the laterns strung up and
they are getting their fifes in key
No drums Alfons.

AG
E0

Not yet no . Bad for us because we have to listen to the fifes.
Well now you find out what the fifes have been playing all
this time.

EO

We are marching over from the headquarters of the hall where
they have their lantern.

( END OF SIDE I)

EO

Were in the Alt Wartek convention room now and
sitting
around the table.
prior to our frankfurter and beer dinner ,
but I see an awful lot of white wine here even though it is supposed
to be a beer dinner.

(Fife Music)

I would like to say
because I would like to remind
you that Morgestraich starts early in the morning, 4 :00 and it would
be a shame if you miss it because it is the most beautiful momemt
of the Fascnacht and the best way to see it if you would be here
at 3:45 in front on the restaurant. I recall the VKB, the people
corps, the main corps and the old senior corps are marching down
town and there I would suggest that we go two by two and just
look around and if you are tired or thin:ty I suggest that you
go into a restaurant and you have a beer or a cocktail or something
and it is hard to keep together with more than two people because
it is very crowaed so I would propose that you go downtown and look
on you own. If we met we say Hello and have a beer together and
have to go further on the street, we cannot, I hope you understand
that we cannot be your guides during this day because everything
is disorganized. You will find out on your own. For those who
are going early to bed, I wish good night, For those who like to
stay l ate awake, your bar at the hotel is open during all night
so you may, if you are hot enough you may take that. During the
day tommorow, the Morgestraich end about 8:00 in the morning and
then there is nothing else to see, not much to see in the morning.
It starts, the big ~parade starts at 1:30 in the afternoon and its
all the way downtown, you see, you have to find your own place,
various things you see and this goes on until about 6:00 and then
the groups are going to have beer and after dinner to continue
until 4:00 in the morning. For those who like to dance, there is
dance in this restaurant, in others also, but in this restaurant,
, Not tommorrow night, but on Tuesday night dance
here. Midnight to 4:00. And the rest I think you will find on your
own and I wish you good time and say good bye.

Herre Farine
the VKB I would like to say that it was a pleasure to have
you with us and we look very much forward to see you wen we come over in
July. I hope that you enjoyed the two days you are here, 1\, and I hope
the next three days will really be the point you never will forget for
that European trip. So I say
in Connecticut in the States
and I wish you a very pleasant and nice Fasnacht.

EO
This last was Dr . Pierre Farine bidding us ado before they all left
to get some rest prior to the Morgestraich parade. Prior to that Alfons
spoke to us, we were still on the Wartek restaurant on Saturdayri.ght, and
just before that we had a serenade from a quintette of VKB fifers which
included Dr. Pierre Farine and the drum major I noticed. This was
probably unique in as much as the drum major is a fifer, mainly though
because he is just a big gut.

We are downtown Basel comming _into the market plaza the group in
the background playing is the young VKB group. At the beginning of the
parade all organizations marched aa one but somewhere ahng the way they
split up. Now this is a madhouse of bright lanterns, fife and drum
corps marching up and down the street fantastically colorful scene
with all the lights in the city turned out. A short type ago we saw
a very happy circumstance where the drum corp just stop at a chosen
bar put the drums and laterns outside go in for a drink and come out
again. Here we "have just a couple of costumed fifers just playing in
front of us.
There are numerable groups marching back and forth up and down
the street here. We are just approaching the Rhine Bridge, there goes
the Washfront Fleet, the VKB, The Young vKb is going by, about 12 snare
drummers and 15 fifers; the head of each player is illuminated by a
small latern. The groups are proceeded by their fleet laterns which
are big enourmous cdorful comentaries on social and political satire.
Here comes another one. The Rats Clique. That's nice. This leoks
like a Binkie organization, a junior corps. I wonder what Rats means
in German. They are very small kids. This is the Olypia Young\:Guard
I don't know how many thousands of fifers and drummers there are out
here today but there sure a hell of a l ot of them. If it weren't for
these Lanterns you wouldn't see anything, even with them you can't see
very much. This is the Olympia Young Guard again. As far as you can
see there are dark buildings and bright illuminated laterns and
thousands and thousand of people. The laterns just seem to swagger
along with the same
that the fifers and drummers use. The
binkies of the VKB are coming by now. We are walking over the Rhine
Bridge now, there are some lights on the side of the river making
it equally impressive bacl§'ound for the parade that is going over the
bridge along side ofu;. There are throngs of people that are pushing
us all over the place . The group on the other side of the bridge going
against the direction we are coming in, their lanterns are all kerosene

hobnail style lamps which they are wearing on their lmds, itsqiite unusual.
the rest of the lantem; are usually square oriental style. There are no
parades lines here people just
all over the place. No police. Its
a total carnival atmosphere. We just crossed the Rhine, we are coming into
another major area of the city, which if I could see I might recognize but
its so dark I can't tell where we are at. It looks like they stopped for
another drink. Very trusting people. They pile the lanterns and the drums
and the mess in the street and go inside the saloon . Imagine what would
happen at Deep River. We are down another main plaza, not the market
plaza but the main plaza with the fountain in the center of it and there
are fifers and drummers coming from all directions. Laterns all over the
place. Boy what a noisy crew. That was a chestnut wagon. We are up
a back alley and now comes three lone fifers. We are up a blind alley.
If we are lucky we will be able to get out of this alley back onto the
main drag into the crush of people again. This is another young group
mustering in the side street ready to go back out. We are back in the
main stream of things, and here comes the VKB Old Guard. I recognize
the float but can't recognize much of anything else. I mean the lantern.
These are supposedly the old timers that no longer function withthe
main organization. This is were we would put Eddie Classey. If he
ever showed up again. What a mob. I think we are stuck in this doorway .
I found the only solution to getting out is to get in the parade
behind one of the corps. This mob would be impossible enough without
a ta~e recorder and a camera bag. It looks like we are coming to another
log jam, outrageous bedlam here. Another junior corps we are passing.
Heres the Rats Corps again with a big frog on their lantern. I think
we will avenge about a block every half hour. The big lantern in the
back looks like Henry Kissinger, he gets all over the place. Oh we
finally found the market place. Boy what a job, There is little
floor space here. They are marching around and round ~he market plaza
from the side streets back into the side streets. Most of the groups
you see for the last hour or so have been the young groups, I think the
older .iilows were in the saloon. Here is another young group. I can't
make out the name of the =float on the lantern. A very relaxed drum line
CRB. There is a corps playing Bonnie John D.
I think they are getting
ready for a saloon stop, drums and lanterns piled all over the place .
Here is another
.
Here is another group •
suiting up and I heard the drum major call out
.
In order to get back into the aiain stream of things were going to follow
them down this steep medivial alley see if we can find a place to get out
of the cold. Oh this is an olympia corps, I see the name of the lantern.
Lets hope they know where they are going because we surely donAt.
The lights just went back on we finally found out we are in the plaza
in front of the historical museum. We have been trying to find . this
for the last half hour because we know of a very good tea room across
from it. We just had the traditional onion pie now we are braving the
elephants again, its starting to get a little lighter.

EO
This is Monday night at the Wartek Restaurant well after the Morgestraich
and after the first parade . This is the Schnitzelbanker's group on stilts
standing about 9 feet tall.

Musical commentaries on local situations that are known best as ballets
and best of course to people who understand German because the crowd
received them very well. The people who are singing are in customes
naturally, long robes and
head gear with large hats .
No we have a violinists joining our group. He suddenly was fritened
away with Bill Orkney ' s camera . No pictures .
Now he is playing with the bow upside down _w.th the
violin.

over the

Fantastic violinists, He stands there smiling and grinning, now he
is putting the bow back together again .
The Schnitzolbanker group here at the Alt Wartek
Ad they sing each verse they turn the pages on a large pad of illustrations demonstrating the different situations they are singing about .
Here wemve a Bemale Schnitzolbanker group .
-

The big difference here is the sheets of illustrations they have
are in the form of slates , rather than just sheets of paper . The
signing isa: the Alt Wartek and another group has come throughai
this group seems to be f i fe and drum. lets see what they have to
say . Oh now, this is a drumming commentarv on Basle situations
the l ast drumming commenta ry was on the BAsel railroad

